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We had had the good fortune to stay at some every impressive B&B places during our 

jaunt through Scotland. Family rooms at reasonable rates in rather high-class homes 

with spectacular views.  On Saturday evening we arrived at Quality Hotel, Edinburgh 

and looked forward to a nice sleep in on Sunday morning before Lorinda flew south.   

 

I was impressed with the spacious hotel room, ‘Quality’ was the name and it was 

roomier and nicer than any B&B place ------ that was until the early hour of 7.15am 

when the deafening screech of the fire alert aroused and alarmed us from our sleep 

with a sudden jolt.   

 

We were on the second floor and this was no time for procrastination or scepticism. 

All three of us in that moment made important decisions about what to grab.  We 

hurriedly dressed in the dark—I never did find my underpants!! Beryl grabbed the lap 

top computer and her bag with passports etc. Lorinda her diary and Mum’s mobile 

phone.  I grabbed my camera.  

 

Half in unbelief we tried to press the button on the ceiling alarm to stop the noise, but 

it persisted. This was the real thing!! Beryl opened the door into the passage where an 

old lady in nightwear asked what was happening.  A fire alert!! ‘A fire’, she 

exclaimed. Throwing her hands in the air she disappeared with shouts as loud as the 

alarm itself. Others were in the passage by now in various stages of dress, making 

their way out.  Beryl started to run remembering her nursing training that you only run 

in case of fire or haemorrhage!!  Lorinda was not impressed!! 

 

Into the fresh morning air we poured, with the flashing blue lights of the fire truck 

making a hurried approach. I tried to open one eye to take a photo and to look through 

the viewfinder of my camera. This was an event not to be missed, even if I was only 

half awake!! With a megaphone in hand two kitchen staff with emergency jackets on 

checked out those gathering with a roll call.  They started with surnames that no one 

could understand, and then reverted to calling out room numbers. 101, no response, 

103 no response, everyone looked at each other. 104, no response, people were still 

arriving.  It was just as well it was a false alarm!!!  The smoke detectors in non-

smoking rooms were hyper sensitive and I thought maybe it was possible that 

someone clearing their nasal passages had sneezed!!!!   

 

Lorinda thought it was a huge joke that I had left my precious scrapbook diary of our 

two-year stay in Cornwall to be burnt to a cinder after watching me pour over its 

detail day after day. 

 

It was an unholy start to Sunday, but isn’t it amazing how an emergency sorts out our 

priorities?? 

 

We are still looking forward to that sleep in!! 

 

 


